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hindi Mann full movie free download in

hindiQ: Is it possible to have more than one
css class per CSS file in Jenkins Pipeline? I

am currently working on a Jenkins pipeline.
I need to use css class with multiple
properties. Is there a way to do this?

Currently I have: pipeline{ agent none
stages { stage('Run Test') { steps {

stepsuffix("test") echo 'TEST' } } } } So
after this step Test, the value in the echo
line is TESTS, which is not what I want.
Instead I want to have this: And the link
has properties, but the two css files may
have different properties. A: In you case,
most likely you should just create more

CSS files and add them dynamically. You
can do this in a Jenkinsfile in many ways,

for example use something like this: steps
{ withEnv(["FILE_NAME": "${currentBuild.r
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awBuild.getEnvVariables('FILE_NAME')}"])
{ withCredentials([usernamePassword(cred
entialsId: 'xxxx', usernameVariable: 'XXXX',

passwordVariable: 'XXXX')]) {
withFileArtifact(file: "$FILE_NAME", pattern:

'*.css') { sh """cat
"jenkins_build_dir/file_name" | grep -oP

'class\s+=[^=]*'""" } sh """cat
"jenkins_build_ 648931e174
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